
For the Birds 
 

                Bird feeding is not inexpensive, so if you are going to do it, be consistent in feeding and care of feeding 

stations and enjoy the daily visitors.  A well maintained feeding station will attract a lot of attention.  Nearby plantings 

of trees and shrubs for resting, protection and nesting will add to the numbers of birds.  Water is also an attraction and 

is the most challenging to maintain.  The number of visitors will vary with the season, weather conditions, feed 

choices and other native feed sources. 

                The feeding site should offer some protection from wind, overhead predators and ground based predators 

like cats and snakes.  Bird become used to movement in nearby windows, but locations chosen should avoid window 

collisions.  These happen most often when light from both sides of the window makes it invisible, like breezeway 

windows, or where strong reflections also confuse the birds. 

                Use feeders which minimize spills, keep weather out, are easy to fill, hold a reasonable food supply and are 

easy to clean.  In many cases squirrel proof feeders are desired.  Various barricades, like inverted cones and long 

hanging ropes to keep squirrels away only provide entertainment and frustration as the squirrels find a new path to 

their goal.  Suet feeders open on the bottom side will be less available to larger birds like starlings.  Ears of corn are 

often used by jays and woodpeckers, but can also attract more troublesome deer, raccoons, and squirrels.  In my 

experience, some seed spillage is desirable.  There are many species of ground feeding birds which will clean it up.  A 

sheet of plywood, or pad of concrete will assist in seed utilization and clean-up. 

                Niger seed attracts a variety of finches, black oil seed sunflowers is a great food for chickadees, nut hatches, 

finches, cardinals, jays, juncos, grosbeak, doves, and others.  House sparrows will not come if you are not feeding 

millet, milo or cracked corn.  This is a two-way street, because there are 15-20 other species of sparrows which will 

also not come. 

                When feeding millets and milo, either choose a squirrel proof feeder firmly attached so the deer can’t knock 

it loose or hang it loosely so they knock it free, get their snack and don’t wreck the whole feeding station.  This is the 

approach I use and use other deterrents if they start to be a persistent problem.  As I live in town and near a wooded 

creek area deer are frequent visitors.  Lately it has gotten worse as deer have been bedding down in my postage stamp 

sized native grass and wildflower plantings. 

                Last year I really enjoyed cracking 7-8 black walnuts (price was right) and got instant attention every day 

from a wide variety of species.  This year’s drought has made that impossible.  I am trying several inexpensive 

alternatives.  Make sure all choices of nuts are the unsalted version.  Safflower seed are a more pricey choice, but have 

the advantage of the squirrels not liking them.  Feeding a few in a tray or screen for open feeding birds and keeping oil 

seed sunflowers in squirrel proof feeders is a good option. 

                A couple bird identification books like Sibley’s or Audubon field guide and a pair of binoculars add to the 

enjoyment.  I have a computer based ID from Thayer birding which is a gem.  Both the Nebraska edition and the 

North American edition work well.  This is a great option for Christmas if you have bird feeders familiar with 

computer use.  I have used the quiz section to make a list of all the species I have observed at my feeder. 

                Like all commodities bird seed has gone up in cost.  Choose the right path for your budget.  This may mean 

a feeding station, a limited feeding station, or taking cookies and coffee to a friend who has a feeding station.  Anyway 

you choose enjoying birds is an enjoyable pastime. 
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